
Unit 4, Fifth Grade     February 6-March 17 

Dear Parents,  

We have begun unit 4 of Spanish with your fifth grader.  In this unit we will 

explore more adjectives as well as teach feelings, senses, and verbs related 

to senses. Please use the vocabulary and suggestions below to help 

reinforce these concepts at home! 

 

Sincerely, 

Fabiola Murillo, Karla Valverde, and Alma Aguilar 

 

Corresponding IB Unit:  How we express ourselves. 

Spanish Connection: Emotions and adjectives. 

Objectives: Continue to explore more adjectives.  Teach feelings, senses, 

and verbs related to the senses. Explore how adjectives change from 

masculine to feminine depending on the subject.  Review present tense of 

IR (to go) and SER (to be). Teach the present tense of ESTAR (to be).  

Explore the differences between SER and ESTAR.  Continue to build upon 

learned vocabulary and concepts and reinforce literacy.  
Adjectives (ref. SKS) 

1. alto tall 
2. bajo short (stature) 
3. delgado thin 
4. gordo fat 
5. fuerte strong 

6. débil weak 
7. viejo old 
8. jóven young 
9. bonito pretty 
10. feo ugly 
11. ruidoso noisy 

12. silencioso quiet 
13. nuevo new 
14. Viejo Old (object) 
15. caro expensive 
16. barato inexpensive 
17. rápido fast 

18. lento slow 
19. hambriento hungry 
20. sediento thirsty 
21. delicioso delicious 
22. apestoso stinky 

Feelings 

23. feliz happy 
24. triste sad 



25. enojado/enojada angry 
26. sueño sleepy 
27. asustado/asustada scared 
28. sorprendido/sorprendida surprised 
29. caliente hot 
30. frío/fría cold 

Senses (ref SKS)  

31. vista sight 
32. oído hearing 
33. olfato smell 

34. gusto taste 
35. tacto touch 

Verbs related to the senses 

36. ver to see 
37. oir to hear 
38. oler to smell 

39. gustar to like 
40. tocar to touch 

 

 

Tips for home reinforcement 
Pronunciation guide in Spanish: 

A is pronounced ‘ah’ like in father 

E is pronounced ‘eh’ like in met 

I is pronounced ‘ee’ like in feet 

O is pronounced ‘oh’ like the oa sound in boat 

U is pronounced ‘oo’ like in boot or tune 

Suggestions for home: 

• Make signs in Spanish to label things around your home 

• Make your own flashcards in Spanish (and have your child draw the pictures for 

them!) 

• Go to freerice.com to practice vocabulary!  Click on “More Subjects” and then 

choose Spanish.   

• Have everyone at home try to use this unit’s vocabulary in Spanish! 

• Check out some children’s books from the library in Spanish and work together 

to decode them! 

• See if your child’s favorite DVD has language options! Sometimes you can set the 

spoken language to be in Spanish and put captions on in English.   

• Explore YouTube for fun teaching songs in Spanish 

• Some free printable worksheets in Spanish can be found at 

www.enchantedlearning.com/ 

• Check out https://rockalingua.com/ for fun games, songs, and videos to practice 

at home! 

 


